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地址 Isoglass Industries Limited 
Block E Plot 17 
Oluyole Industrial Estate 
Ibadan, Oyo State 
PoBox Box 833

国家 奈及利亚

产品/机械
Our products and services include manufacturing of decorative, security, automotive and architectural glasses, shower enclosure and glass cleaning
services.

Decorative Glasses: We manufacture variety of glass decorations and furniture. Our unique and impressive arrays of products are bound to bring a
smile to the face of our customers. 
Architectural Glasses: We produce modern architectural glass, designed to present architects and engineers with a perplexing range of options in
order to protect against excessive direct sunlight, prevention of noise, minimizing of air conditioning cost and aesthetic value. 
Security Glasses: Because our name ISOGLASS is synonymous with safety, we provide the security you desire.

We designed with beauty, transparency and strength in mind, our aggression resistant glass that is made to deter burglar and protect occupants. 
Our series of security glasses will change your structure from being a cage, zoo or prison into a safe dwelling place without comprising the building
aesthetics. 
Array of products in this categories include:

Safety Laminated
Anti Aggression
Anti Burglar
Bullet Resistant
Anti Explosive

Automotive Glasses: Over the years we have remained a major force in supply of safety glasses for the automotive industries(assembly plants and
replacement markets)Our top quality windscreen, backslites and sidelites are produced with your safety in mind hoping to keep intact our impeccable
reputations. In addition to the above, we provide replacement and other automotive glasses as back up for the mass transportation and hauling
industries. 
Shower Enclosure: We craft and install frame-less glass shower stalls and shower door enclosures in standard sizes and any custom configuration.
Glass shower doors and tube enclosures are available in varieties of finishes, style, glass textures and patterns to highlight your bathroom décor. 
 

Company Profile of Isoglass Industries Limited

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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